
Background
The ICI Pension Fund is one of the largest and most mature DB pension plans in the UK.

 § £10bn UK pension plan with c56,000 members

 § 80% of liabilities are in payment with £500m of annual pension payments

 § Broadly 95% hedged against interest rates and inflation

 § Longevity identified as dominant risk

Case study: ICI Pension Fund

A de-risking blueprint for pension plans

LCP is working with the ICI Pension Fund to progressively insure 
longevity risk at attractive levels. Explore their journey below.

Initial transaction
The initial transaction in March 2014 comprised a 

£3bn buy-in with Legal & General and a £600m 

buy-in with Prudential. Both were collateralised and 

completed within six months of LCP’s appointment.

The Fund was able to achieve scale and favourable 

pricing by carefully targeting liability subsets 

between insurers and by transferring a significant 

portfolio of credit assets that L&G wished to retain 

longer term. This also left the Fund with a more 

liquid residual investment portfolio.

INITIAL REVIEW

ICI Pension Fund

 § Large £10bn pension plan

 § Mature with £500m of annual 
pension payments

 § Strategy to de-risk over time

UMBRELLA BUY-IN CONTRACTS

An innovative platform

 § £3bn buy-in with L&G and £0.6bn with Prudential 
in March 2014 designed to achieve scale and 
favourable pricing

 § Umbrella contracts permit additional buy-ins on 
the same terms and security arrangements

LCP appointment

£3.6bn buy-ins  
Legal & General 
and Prudential

Umbrella contracts
Umbrella contracts were put in place with both 

Legal & General and Prudential permitting the 

existing buy-ins to be extended with the same 

contractual terms and security arrangements. 

The umbrella contracts allow the Trustee to react 

to market opportunities when insurance pricing is 

favourable. This is supported by robust monitoring 

and governance processes to facilitate a smooth 

execution process. 

TO THE FRONT OF THE QUEUE

Streamlined execution process

 § Umbrella contracts facilitate execution  
of buy-ins in under three weeks

 § Ease of execution makes the Fund a 
preferred transaction partner

 § Trustees can react to favourable pricing 
opportunities as they arise

BE READY TO MOVE

Price monitoring

 § Regular pricing feeds from 
insurers on the Fund’s own 
liabilities to identify opportunities

 § Allows insurers to actively seek 
out investments that will deliver 
the best price for the Fund

£300m buy-in  
Prudential

£500m buy-in  
Prudential

£500m buy-in  
Legal & General

£500m buy-in  
Legal & General

SEPTEMBER 2013

MARCH 2014

MARCH 2015

NOVEMBER 2014

JUNE 2015

LCP’s appointment in 2013 to assist us in incorporating 

buy-ins into our de-risking strategy continues to prove 

to be one of the most successful appointments the Fund 

has made in recent times.

Heath Mottram

Chief Executive
ICI Pension Fund

MARCH 2016
£300m buy-in  
Legal & General

JUNE 2016

£630m buy-in  
Scottish Widows
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LCP is a firm of financial, actuarial and business consultants, specialising in the areas of pensions, investment, 

insurance and business analytics.

Learn more about how we can help schemes looking to de-risk

www.lcp.uk.com/riskreduction enquiries@lcp.uk.com
+44 (0)20 7439 2266

Our blog - LCP View
www.lcp.uk.com/blog

Our topical videos
www.lcp.uk.com/video

Follow our conversation 
on @LCP_Actuaries

Follow our LinkedIn page

The Fund has now insured over £8bn of liabilities 

since March 2014 across 11 transactions and is 

the “go to” scheme when the insurers on our panel 

have competitive pricing available.

LCP LifeAnalytics: helping to better understand longevity risk
LCP LifeAnalytics has allowed the Fund to robustly assess its 

longevity risk, analysing right down to an individual member 

level. It provides a longevity “Value at Risk” (VaR) measure 

over the Fund’s six-year de-risking timeline. Find out more 

about LCP LifeAnalytics

LCP Visualise: an integrated de-risking framework
A full picture of the Fund’s longevity and investment risks is 

then provided using LCP Visualise technology, which uses the 

longevity VaR produced by LCP LifeAnalytics as a key input.  

This framework helps the Fund make informed decisions to 

prioritise which de-risking decisions give the most “bang for 

the buck”, taking into account the cost and the reductions in 

both longevity and investment risks.

In brief

Scottish Widows added to 
insurer panel
The Trustee’s first transaction 

with Scottish Widows used an 

umbrella contract structure 

similar to that in place 

with Legal & General and 

Prudential, allowing further 

buy-ins to be executed on the 

same contractual terms and 

security arrangements.

In brief

In brief

REAL-TIME TECHNOLOGY

De-risking dashboard

 § LCP LifeAnalytics allows the Fund  
to robustly assess longevity risk

 § LCP Visualise builds longevity risk 
into an integrated framework with 
investment risks

 § De-risking dashboard makes key 
metrics available on a daily basis

JULY 2016SEPTEMBER 2016

SEPTEMBER 2016

£750m buy-in  
Legal & General

£390m buy-in  
Legal & General

£590m buy-in 
Scottish Widows

In brief

Taking advantage of market movements caused by the  
Brexit vote
The July 2016 transaction was signed eight working days 

after the vote – a record time for a buy-in transaction of this 
scale – allowing the Fund to benefit from post-referendum 

market movements that had a favourable impact on pricing.
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In brief

Heath Mottram

Chief Executive
ICI Pension Fund
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